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Abstract

Following a recenCline of thought in which organizational,:structure

is seen as heavily dependent omits enItIronment, we consider properties

of institutional sectors in society that affect organizations arising

within them. .Some lides.of argument: Sectks withyeak teChnologiss

generate especially institutionally dependent oiganizations; and-ex-

ternal'controls emphasize structural.Vonformity rather-than outcotes:

Sectoral centralization in the United States haSemphasized funding

more than decisionmaking, and tends to be fragmented among special-

purpoSe controls: this generates weak "line" controi'systems and a

plethora of fpecial regulative controls, which in turn generate ad-

ministrative complexity in local.organizations within these sectors'.

SuCh a system.also generates decentralized (or lOosely-coupled) profes-

sional power over the substance Of programmatic decisions.
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Inadequacies of Present Models

Existing organizational paradigms deal inadequately with the pattern of.-'

connectedness and distOnnectedness among organizations. While there has been

,great progress during the past two decades in movinvoutside the formally de-
,

fined boundaries of Organizations to take account bf 'environMental stimulants

,and constraints an& interorganizational exchangesand ties, present models
,

remain inadequate in important respects. Dominant current Models incorporat*.

-ing environmentpl and interorganizational influences include the following:

Organization-environment models: a family of models emphasizlng the

4
dependence of an organization on.its enVironment, environments being viewed either.,

4 4

as sources of information or stocks of resources. (Aldrich and Pfeffer,

1976) Analysis fotuses on uncertainties or dependencies created AS organiza-

tions adapt,both actively and passively,--to such contingencies. ( For

'exemplars,.see Dill,. 1958; _Thompson, 1967;, Pfeffer and Salantik, 1978.)- All

such models are developed froth the standpoint'of a specific "focal", organiza-
,

tion.. This organization-centric perspective is deVeloped moat xplicitly by

thoae analysts who define the relevant System as an "organization set"-- com-

prised of a focal organization snd'its exchange partners. (See Blau and

Scott, 1962; 195-199; Evan, 1966)

Organizational population models: a group of models that refers to ag-

.

,

gregates-of organizations viewed as similar; forexample,.all universities

-

or all newspapers. The notion of a population of organizations is analagous
,

'to that of a specific sPecies in biology. Varying criteria have been pro-
-

posed to identify the members of an,organizational population, including toM-

mon structurgt featur6s, similar patterns'of activity, similai functiong per-.

formed for the' sotietal system, and similar responsiveness to'environmental



variations. (See Hannan and Freeman, 1977; McKelvey, 1%78; Aldrich, 1979)

Wheteas most population models stress that organizational forms are selected

for surviVal by envitonmental forces, they also presume independence in,the

units comprisingthe poPulation: relations or connections among organize-.

ti4ons within a population are assumed not to exist.
%

't InterOrganizational field models: a group of models focusing on'the

relations linking a collection of otganizations: Most models of, this, type

havà "examinedthe relations and exchanges occurring among sithilar-or dissii-

lar types of otganizations located within the same communityot metropolitan

area. Unlike the other types of'models.reviewed, this group does attend to

the nature Of the pattetns eXhibited b'y the relations aillong Organizations.

Ii4eed, in these models, the focus is mOre on the.relations Among organize-
, '

tions than on the organizations themselvts. (See Litwak7and Hylton, 1962;

Watren, 1967CTurk,.1977) However, with f'ut few exceptions, these field

mddels have concentrated on horizontal linkages among'organizations--that is,

linkages am rig organizations lacking formal authority or fiscal control over

one another-4nd on linkages among organiZetions within a delimited geo-

graphical area, such.as an'urban community.

Eich of the typea of models reviewed, while supporting important modes
.

of analysis adsociated with valuable insights into the structure and function-

ing of..organizetions,,is for present purposes limited. Assuming the perspec-

tive of a selected, focal organization: as is characteristic of most organize-

tion-environment models,.directs attention away from the'characteristics of

the larger, system of relations within which each otganization plays a spe-

cialized and delimited part. The population ecology model aids in the exam-

ination of varying modeA of adaptation among similar organizations but tends
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to ignore or conceal the'connections among these organizations. And ihe

interorganizational field model--in application if not in principle--4.rects

attention to the interconnections among organizations op'erating at approxl-

maely the same level end within the same localized area.

The type of model proposed in the preseot paper is most easily described'

as an alternative version of the interorganizational field model. All models

are necessarily ielective. As noted, the currently fashionable interOrganiza-

tional field models stress horizontal connections'among collections of organ-

izations in a delimited geographic area.- The alternative version proposed '

for development in this paper eMphasizesvertical or hierarchical-and extra-
,

1

local connectione among ormizations.

Forerunners of the Proposed Model

It is possible to identify two earlier models that anticipate some fea-

turei of the proposed mddel. Significantly enough, these anticipatory models

1

have been developed outside,the main stream of organizational analysis. The

first, proposed by Warren, was developed to aid the analysis of community

structure. The second, feflecting the work of numerous analyste., primarily

political scientists, was designed to assist in the study of thedevelopment

and,,in particular!, the implementation of public policies._ We will briefly

V

review each of these approaches.
,)

Warren's Community Patterns. As early as.1963, Rolana Warren developed

a theoretical model on the basis of which to examine the structure of American

communities (1963: rev. 1972). 'At the heart of his model is the distinction

between the "horizontal" and-the-"Virtical"-pattern of relations linking

social units within and, among communities. Warren (1972: 162) develops, the

dAtinction'as, follows:
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We ShalI-,define a communitY's horizontal,pattern as,the structural
and functional_relatiOn of its varibus soCial units and subsystems
to each other. The term 'horizontal' is used to indicate-that,
roughly-speaking, the community units, insofer'es they.have relev-
ante to the,coMmunity system, tend to be On approximately the same

,---'-hietirchical level (a community unit level, as opposed to a state,
regional, national, or inteinational level of authority, adminisr
tration, decision-baking, an e. so on).

At a minimum, relations develop even among the most diverse units based on

their sharing of a common locality. Warren (1972: 161) continues:

, .

We shall define a community's vertical pattern as the structural
and functional relations of-its various social units and sub-'

, systems to extracommunity systems. The term 'vertical' is used to
reflect the fact that such relationships often involve different
hierarchical levels within the extracombunity system's structure
of authority and power. The relationships are typically those of

, a system unit to the system's headquarters, although severe]: inter-2
verlinglevels may occur. ,

'Warren inglats'that his typology differentiates among patterns of rela-
_,-.00° ,-

tions, not types of units: most social units, irttluding organizations, are

involved in both horizontal aild, vertical connections. The horizontal-vertical

distinction is also viewed as related to the well.known task-maintenance dis,-

tinction. Thus, Warren (1972: 163) argues that, in general:
a

task performance by the community's constituent subsystemsschools,
churches, factories, voluntary associationstends to, Orient them
toward extracommunity systems. On(the other hand, maintenance func-

' tions tend to be carried on acrosa the subsystems of the comMunity,
initolving ;he horizontal pattern.of relationship among:these local-
units.

Of more importance for ourAaurposes, Warrenargues thet he vertical, extra-
.

local patterns tend to be_retionally constructed and hierarChically arranged

while the horizontal,l)cality-orkented patterns are more likely to be infof-

mally structured with authority relations relatively delimited and market-like,

'competitive processes determining the relative power,and influence of indi-
,

), ..

v'idual units. (1972: 242,243; 273) Finally, it is Warren's thesis that



American communities are currently and increasingly undergoing a "great-

change" that involves "the ihcreasing orientation of ocal communiiY units

toward eoctracommunity systems of which they are a part, with a correspond-

ing decline in community cohesion and autdnomy." (1972: 53) That is, in

Warren's view,,the Structure of American communities is increasingly domin-

5

ated by the vertical pattern of relations linking its social units to exter-

nal systems rather than by the horilontal pattern of relatiOns among units

in the same locality.

Warren's principal arena of concern is the community, And as we have

seen,'he isquite clear that in his view the dominant force in commuhity
4

tructure at least in the U.S. is the nature of ihe linkages that relate

local organizations to external regional, state or national systems. It is

surprising then, that in the-area of organization theory, Warren'is associated

with the interorganizational-field models already described that devote

ary attention to the analysis of patterns of hori2ontal relations among organ-

izations within the same community.. We attribute this (nis)cOnception tothe

impact of his paper published in Administrative Science Quarterly, a journal

devotedto organization theory and research. In this.influential article en-
,

titled "The interorganizational field.as a focus for investigation," Warren

(1967) restricted attention to the horizontal pattern Of relations among com-

munity organizations, defining several modes of interrelations and illustrat-

3

ing_them with dlta,from 'a studyof community*level planning organizations in

three-cities'. Warren (1967: 399, fn.10) was careful to call attention to

the Limited scope Of his analysis .n a footnote:

. .°. althoUgh the present analysis confines itself to interaction

among_orginizations at this community level, the vertical relations
to oWanizational systems outside of the community, as, for example,

the federal government, should not be overlooked.

I u
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Apparentlyhowever, this important restriction--as well'ás Warren's

theoretical- work c)n community structure--was overloOked by organizations

analysts and the elaborated part of the model was taken for the whole. In

spite of'his own efforts,,Warren's inf,luence on interorganizational analysis

has been-to bolster Studies of informal, horizontal ties as4ong organizations

'in the, same' "locality to the neglect of,tormalized, vet'ical,, extra-local

connections.

-
Public'Policy Studies% The past two decades hrimcwitnessed the develop-

_

ment and rapid growth of a new fieldsof inquiry: public policy analysis.

Early atention within this-field, was focussed on the determinants of public

policy decisions--the characteristics of political actors; the nature of the
if

political and agency context, the activities of interest groups--as well as

on the decisiop process itself. (See'Wildaysky, 1964; Lindblom, 068;

Allison, 1971) More recently, however, attention has shifted to include not

only policy decisions but their implementation since, in One policy arena

after another, examination has revealed that far from being automatic; the

implementation of public policy decisions is highly problematic. (See

Moynihan, 1969; Derthick, 1972; Neustadi and Fineberg, 1978; Estes, 1979).

Recently, some analySts have made implementation their primary focus (see

Pressman and Wildavsky, 1973; Bardach, 1977), and it is this work that fore-

shadows our--6G-efforts.

An emphaSis on implementation is otinterest because it directs atten-
,

'tion to the administrative structures linking decision makers with reciplents-

of rules or services. The decisions involved are public policies set at ,na-

tional or state levels to be implemented at local levels. The implementation'

mechanism is necessarlly an interorganizational system: ,a set of vertical

iJ



and' horizontal linkages coupling administrative systems at higher levels

with ,those at lower levels and syliems at one location with those at ampther.

,t

,C6rtain common themes may be discerIned in the work of those analysts-
%

who have attemPted to characterize these implementation networks as they

function at the'present time in the U.S.

There is atrend toward "sectorialization" of policY, programs and

agencies increasingly'being defined in limited, functionally differen-
,

tiated terms. (Wildavsky, 1979: 71-77) Indeed, Wildavsky proposes

that government can usefully be viewed as a "federation of sedtors"

in the snse that sovernmental units tend to cluster by policy'area

with,vertical links connecting federal, state, regional and lo6a1

levels.

Along with this tendenci-fS-11,e, closely related phenoMenon that

<

-horizontal connectiong between sectors tend to be,nonexistentLor
,

---
weak. It is commonly observed; for example, that governmental

units within the same geographidai area often function indepen-

dently even:-when their activities and adsOciated'outcoMes are

highly_interdependent. (Sundquist, 1969; Wildavsky, 1979) 'And,

increasingly, proposed reforms call'for improved lateral,modes

-of articulation and coordination. (e.g.; see rdportof Kestnbaum

Commission, 1955) (Note the similarity between these observations

and Viarren's depiction of trends in the strucEure of American

communities.)

Observers have long nbted that the administrative structures of

goVernmental agencies within each sectOt tend not to be simple,

lean,_"ratiOnal" bureaucracies, but relatively 'complex and

a

4;>.



overlappilg systems. Federalism-the explicit establishment of

independent authorities with both separate responsibilities and

overlappin jurisdictions-ls viewed as a priMe contributor to

ir

this complexity. Moreover,.analysts. have noted that-in opera-

tion, national, state, and local units increasingly share res-

ponsibilities rather thad Operating-in separate arenas. To cap--

ture this feature, Grodzins (1961:-3-4) suggests the vivid meta-

phor of a marble cake in contrast to a layer cake:

Wherever you slice through it you 'reveal an inseparable
mixture of differently colored_ingredients. There'is no
neat horizontal stratification. Vertical and diagonal
lines almost obliterate,the horizontal ones, and in some
places there Axe unexpected whirls and an imperceptible
merging of colors, so that it is difficult to tell where
one ends and th#-Other_hegins. So it is with federal,

-state, and locai responsbi1-its in the ...haotic marble
cake of American government.

(See also, Gi(odzins, 1966; Elizar, 1962;1972)

As paxt . of the liberal tradition in this country, public authbrities

A

have been willing to collabOrate with private interests, 'giving them

access to public decision makers,and public xesources, and bestowing

.on them; to varyin'ckrees, public authority. ,Theodoie Lowi (1969:

68-85), an astute obsextver of this arrangement, has labeled it

"interest group liberalisth." The extreme form is represented by the
4

emergence of "corporatism," in which selected private organizations

are designated as the offidial representatives of the designated

interests and, hence, crowned with public authority. (See Schmitter,

1974) The point of'central interest here is that private as c;rell as

0

public organizations are viewed as legitimate participants in the.

'decision and implementation processes within each sector. (See,

McLanahan; 1980)

13

`8,



Finally, some types of 'federal actions during the past two decades

have been associated with the.development of new structural forms:

novel decision and implementation structures. Social legislation

during the 1960's and 1970's was frequently characterized by

relatively vagui.and seneral goals together with explicit delega-

tion of programatic authority to lower organizational units. Often

coupled with this allocation of discretion was the requirement to

_

facilitate participation in decision-makilig by affected constituen-

cies. Commenting on the rationale for these arrangements, Lowi

(1969: 233) points out that i7.; a democratic sys.tem, "the further

down the line One delegates power, the further into the adminis-

trative !process one is forced to provide representation." In other

cases, policy requirements have Men quite explicitly stated by

federal statute, funds set aside to finance the desiredfarrangements,

.and specific provisions made for monitoring compliance at the local

Both.of these forms--highly.decentralized units and categorical

programs-=were developed, at least'in part, as a means of linking

national purposes directly with local-- e.g., municipal--agencies,

kbypassing stafe structures as intermediate units. 'Designers of

programs whose rationale was furthering social justice or equity

were inclined, to view state involvement as adversely affecting

stated objectives. However; the current trend appears to be toward

a .resurgence of state involvement in Federal programs and a return

to earlier modeS'of nation-state collaboration.

1 4

eN
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For present purposes, these accounts of increasingly el-Aborate federal

prawns and.imp1ementation systems provide imaortint evidence of the grow-

*ng-irter-tennectedness of organizational systems--both'pUbl1c and private--

in American society. .And they supplyvaluable descriptive information about

c

the variety of forms such connections may take including changes aver,time.

With Warren's interorganizational field model and these accounts from pall.c

polity analysts as background, yeare ready t6 condMence a mote systematic

discussion of out Oheoretical inteests and to present a preliminary formula-

tion of concepts and hypotheses relating-to, the organization of institutional

sectors.

4
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Determinants and Conse uences of Sector Or anization

Institutional Sectors

We propose to study the, organization of institutional sectors. We will

identify numerous characteristics of these sectors and develop propositions

iegarding their determinants and interrelations; and we"will generate addi-

tionaljiypotheses relating the characteristics of institutional seCtors to
-

the chatacteristics of organizational forms and-processes within4hese sectors.

_

To ,begin,, we must indicate what is meai by the cOncePt of inititutional

5ector.-We ,intend this term to\effer to amain identified by'similarity of

service, .product or function. In our intended uSage, the concept is somewhat

comparable to the eConomist's use of the tetm "industry" to refer to all sel-

lets of one type of 'product-oz-semiceora_mpre abstractly, to those ;firms,

charactetized 13Y a close substitutability of.product usages w
_ s a conse-

,

quence, exhibit demand interdependence. At the sometime, escribed below,

our ooncept of sector is not-squivalent.to indhstry.

Attempts to ap-ply definitions of sectors based on the criterion of/imi-

latity of product'or function reveal numerous problems,of,.whith three merit

comment. One problem is posed by the leVel of Specificity at which the cri-

teria of similarity are applied. Are wito talk about air-travel or about

transportation? abqut short-term achte,medical care or about medical services?

This problem is perhaps most easi;y solved by being quite explicit about the

nature--includidg level of specificity--of the criteria uSed, and by recog-
-

nizing that our analysis and conlrusions will 'be strohgly infiuenced by the
-

choice4 made. The criteria selection problem is eased by the nature of the

phenomenon addressed, whose complexity tends to assume a bieratchical form in'

the sense that higher levels are composed of clusters of uniri-St-lower levels



that themselves may be further disaggregated,(Sge Simon, 1962). For example,

transportation 'as a categoryof services subsumes air travel and other alter-

natiVe means pf locomotion and'so on. ,This tendency'toward hierarchIcally

orgatiied clusters is exploited by the weli7known Standard IndUstrial Classi-

fication (S16 syStem deieloped by the U.S. Bureau of the CenSus. This four

level system classifies all units providing goods and'services into ten broad

functional divisions (e.g., Mining, Manufaskuring, Wholesale,trade,. Services);

next into industry groups (e.g., within the ServiCes division, Health Services,

Legal Sdivices, Educational Services'); then into individual industties (e.g.,

1

-within Health Services, Offices of physiciansNursing and personal care

facilities, Hospitals); and finally intg specific products or services (e.g.,

within Hdspitals i nto General medical ahd surgical hospitals, Psychiatric

hospitals, etc.) (see Office of ManageMent,and Budget, 1972). Our own con-

-,

cept of sector iS intended to convey,a,relatively broader (or higher level)

basis of classificatiOn, roughly cOmparable to the "industry group" levelj---

A second problem confronting all attempts to identify "similar" prodUtts
4:-

or services is that of sulistitutability. .It is often the'case that products

and services that ate greatly dissiMilar in forM or composition may he addrds-

& Aebse to : .
same need or, functiOn. Along the continuum of form vs. function,

we stress thh criteria of function: we wish to include within the same sector

units supplying products or services that are apparently dissimilar but func-

tionally equivalent. In this respect, our approach departs significantly from

the conVentional industrial categories identified by economists (e.g., the SIC

categories) and id more compatible with the view of policy sectors developed

by public,policy analysts. ti the latter traditi!on, sector tends to be defined

in terms of "needs" or "problems." For example, the "hOUsing sector" mightlle
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said to c6nsist of ail of the pub,lic and private organizational units, relar

'

tions and flows relevant to maintaining and adding to the supply of housing

in this country. Such a definition would clearly encompass units from many

.%

different industries and industry groups: for example components of con- .

struction; banking, public administration, and insurance. Thus, as Christensen

(1980: 20) notes, such definitions of public policy,sectors "are not equivalent

to-the traditional economic classification of sectors but rather derive from

the meshing of politically created (i.e., the legislative committees and

,administrative agencies) units with the private,economy."

7While-emphasizing this functional criterion in our own-approach to Sec-

tor definition, we prefer not to link our categories so clovely to the con-

,

tent of and controversies concerning current pukic policies. Hence, we prefer

the more neutral and sociologically traditional, but still implicitly functinn-'

al label of institutional sector.

_ A third problem is one that confronts all attemptato apply specific
,

classification criteria: the concrete units are often broader or more diffuse

" than the classes identified. *In our case, having *decided to emphasize func tion

kl organizational units are not functionally specific. Indeed, there is a

well-known tendency for contemporary firms,and.agencies to diversify, produc-

ing products or services for widely differing purposes and mar One ap-

proach to the problem is that devised by the developers of the SIC. They pro-

pose that the units cla ified should not becompanies, but "establishments"

--ane-economic unit, general'y at a single physical locationsand more likely

to be engaged in a-Single type of activity. It may be possible, data sources'-

permitting, to go further in this direction and include only selected com-
.

ponents or-ahunits of organizations. Similarly; we may focus on the level
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f single bureaus or offices performing particular types of activities rather

than incorporating entire public agencies or departments. Even so, we will

no doubt often be forced to embrace the second SIC principle and settle_for

including_Or excluding units from the sector depending on their "primary"

functional activity. Such an approach helps to deal with the problems ,of

boundary definitions for.institutionnl sectors: determining what organiza-

tional units are to be regarded as within the sector. However, our interest

in sector characteristics per se allows us to turn this problem into a useful

mariable at the sector level: we can assess the extent to which the organiza-
,

tional Units within-a given sector are functionally specialized in the sense

. that they are exclusively devoted to the specified set of activities. Clearl

institutional sectors vary in the extent of the funCtional specialization of

-theit component units..

Although we have chosen to depart from the specific definition of indus-
'a

try as developed'by economists, we follow their lead,in out general theoretical

cirientation. In spite of the definitional and oper'ational difficultie econ-

omists have encountered, they have found the concept of industry to be highly

serviceable and have long recognized that "the behavior of the firm can depend

crucially on the organization of its Industry." (Stierman, 1974: 215) We en-
. --t-

counter similar difficulties in defining institutional sector, °and yet are

convinced that we can eroy this concept in explaining some important features

of organilational structure and behavior.

Selected'Sector CharaCteristics

The general approach we employ is to identify several characteristics of

institutional sectors in order to (1) -examine the relations among these char-

acteristics 'at the sector level and (2) examine the relations between these

1
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characteristics and the properties of organizations-functioning within the

sectors. A large number of hypotheses are generartd, but at this-point they

are only described and illustrated. We believe that most of them are test-

able, Within either a Lrost7sectoral or a.-cross-spcietal design; and, we are

currently in the process of develOping testsJor:-.Selected hypotheses.

,

Institutional vs. Technical--"Sectors: :Institutional sectors are char-
,

acterized by theelaboration of rules and requirementa,to which individual

organizations.must conform if they are to receive support and legitimacy from

the environment. Technical sectors are those within which a product or ser=

vice is provided that is exchanged in a market such that organizations are

rewarded for effective and efficient control.of the work procesi: (These

brief definitions are elaborated In Meyer and Rowan, 1977; and in'Meyer,

Scott and Dettl, 1981) 'It is useful to regard these characteristics as dimen-

sions along which there is considerable.Variation; and while the tWo dimen-T

sions tend to be negatively correlated, they are apparently notStrongly so,

. so that varying combinations may be observed.. Thus; it is possible for a,

sector to be highly institutionalized with little technical development-7e.g.,
-

the educational sector (see Meyer and Rowan, 1978); or a sector may exhibit

high technical and low institutional development--e.g., retail-goods menu-
1J

facturing; or a sector may exhibit simultaneously .high technical and high

institutional development--e.g., the medical car*, (see 5cott, 1981,9 or the

banking sector; or A sector may display both low techniCal and institutional

developmente.g., the personal service's sector.

We Will not repeat here arguments developed at length elsewhere (see

Meyer and Rowan, 1977, 1978; Meyer, Scott and Deal, 1981), but simply sum-

marize our major hypotheses regarding the effects of these sector character-
,

istiCs on organizationa forms. ,

a



.H1: Organizations in technical sectors will attempt to control and
coordinate their production activities, buffering them ftom
environmental influences.

Organizations in technical sectors will succeed to the extent
that they develop efficient production activities and effec-
tive coordination structurei.,

Hl: Organizations in institutional sectors.will not attemptto
.closely control or coordinate their production activities,
but will seek to buffer'or de-couple these activities from
organizational structures.

H Organizations in institutional sectors will succeed to the
extent that they are able to acquire types Of pser6onnel and
to develop structiLaLarrangements and production processes
that conform to the specifications of that sector. (See
Meyer, Scott &.Deal, 1981).

,Two additional hypotheses are proposed:

H
5'

Organizations functioning in sectors that are highly developed

.4

both institutionally and technically will develop more complex
and elaborate adminiStrative systems end will experience higher
levels of internal conflict.

'For example, technpal-inStitutional organizations such as hospitals aqd

defense contractors are likelyitUexhibit dual authority systems or Tetrix

structures; and levels of conflict are reported to be high in these situa-

tions (see Neuhauser, 1972; Dayis,and Lawrence, 1977; Scutt, 1981) 1.3:

: Organizations functioning in sectors ttiat arencithighly
aeveloped either technically or institutionat ire expec-
ted to be relatively small in size and weak in terms of
their capacity for aurvival.

16
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Examples include restaurants, barber shops'and similar personal service es-
.

tablishments. Such units, however, are always potential targets foi societal

support and organizational up-grading, with the creation of a new rational.
1

myth (Meyer and RoWen, 1977). Such an organizing and rationalizing process

is currently underway in,this country in the arena of personal services for
AP

the elderly (see Scott, 1981c).
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Sector. Levels: An inportant characteristic of sector organization is

the number of levels at which organizational units are operating. The' five

most commonly observed levels within a society are:

, national or society-wide offices, associations

regional or multi-state agencies, associations

'state offices, associations'

area-widedistrict.offices, councils

localunits, branch 'offices.

Note that although .the levels are identified.in terms suggesting public

.organizations, private organizations and associations may be identified at

each of these levels in most sectors. And although there is nothing sacred'

or definitive about this listing of levels, it appears applicable to a large

number Of sectors. Indeed, we go so far as to predict.:

H
7'

Organizational units are likely to develop at each level-within

a given institutional sector. If a given level is not repre-

sented at time
1'

it is likely to develop at time,

iis expectation it'largely based an the growth during thepast fifty years o

more activist policies and programs at the natianal level. 'guCh sop-down

programs tend to generate a variety Of intermediate layers of organizations 40

administer and monitor activities and expenditures. For example, as the

Federal government has moved into the health care sector, intermediate level-
-,

ounies have developed at both the regional--e.g., regional offices to oversee

the Professional Standards Review Organizations (PSRO) and.the Health Systems

Agencies (H-SA)--and the area-wide levels (individual PSRO and HSA agencies).

At the same time, statelevel agencies have increased-t-e.g., tlate,medicare

and medicaid agencies, statewide PSRO Review Councils. It is also expected

that the development of public organizations at any given level will temPto
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encourage the emergence.of private, sectorunits.and associations t the eame
,

level. (See Galbrafth,, 1952)

We would expect the properties Of organizational units at one level to

be influenced by those at other levels to which they relate. In our view,

such.relations are mediated primarily by the structure ot decision making

,within sectors, so that our interlevel predictions will be presented in the

following section after we describe some of these variables.

Sector Decisioil-Making: We distinguish two classes of decisions made-
.

within all sectors:
0

Funding Decisions refer to the right to determine what level of

funding As appropriate and how funds are to be allocated among units within

sectors..

Programmatic Detisions refer to the right,to determine the purposes
-

or goals toward which/Unit activities and other resources are to be,directed.

Three dimensions may be identified to characterize decision-making
Y

arrangements within sectors. These dimensions can and should be 4Pplied

-separately to each class of decisions, since funding and programmatic deci-

sions often display divergent patterns,within sectors, with varying conse-

quences for,organizational forms'and prOcesses. The,dimensions are as

follows:

1. Centralization-decentralization-of decision-making.

Thii variable refers to the extent to-which decisions are made at higher

rather than lower levels within a sectnor. While the degree of centralization

varies greatly in this country from one sector to another, we believe that:

H
8.

In virtually all sectors within the U.S. during this century,
-

there has been an increase in the degree Tof centralization of
decision-making.

23
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This trend appears to hold both-for sectors dominated by private organizations

as well as those characterized by heavy public involvement. In the former

case, increased centralization is associated with increased levels of_concen-

tration within industry groups as well as w1 t 1; the widespread rise of tactics

such as interlocking directorates and the creation of formal and informal

associations to redUcd uncertainty_and_support interorganitational action.

,(See Pfeffer and Salancik, 1976)-. Incthe latter case, the'increased tendency.

of the federal government to support and regulate a wider and wider array_of

products and services is well known.

It also appears that centralization of decision-making wittin sectors

exhibiting extensive public involvement has not proceeded evenly with respect

to the met clasees of decisions:

H
9'

In general, for mdai public. sectors in the U.S., funding decisions

are more highly centralized than are prtgrammatic decisions.-4

This generalization rests in part simply on the superior taxing abilities of

higher as compared to lower levels of government. It also rests on the wide-

spread development of and support for professional occupations in this societ3r.

Professionals demand and command discretion and control over programmatic

decisions falling within their claimed sph e of competence. They organize to

secure theSe decision-making rights for,themselveS and, in the case of the

,
more highly developed professional occupations, secure legal claims to these

righta backed by state authoiity and.impose them on employing institutions.

(See Freidsdn, 1977) Thus, we would argue:

The more highly professionalized a given sector, the more
H10' likelY that programmatic decisions will be aecentralized.

,Professionalstave also on occasion opposed the centralization of funding for

their services. The American Medical Association, for example, actively ,

a,
24
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opposed the Medicare and Medicaid programs. However, physicians' negative

attitude'toward these programs quickly changed (set colombotOs, 1969),-when

they experienced the advantages of regular-re1m4mriements for services ren-,

dered, even to impedunioua clients. Analysts are agreed'that one immediate

effect of centralized funding for services has been, a rapid=increase in the

services provided--botn patients and providers have a vested interest in

receiving and providing"the most--services available. Indeed,

:the situation is currently defined as sufficiently out of hand that a wide

range of limitations and constraints have been developed and are being tested

to curb the rapid increase in health care costs. These cost-control mechanisms

take op special iorms, as is suggested by tne following principle.

The extent and type of centralization exhibited by an institutional sec-.

tor' may have important consequences for the structure of organizations operat-

ing within that sector. Thus, as Meyer-(1979) has argued:

H
11'

The centralization of decision-making concerning funding in the
dbsence of centralized programmatic decision-making, is associ-
ated with the development of vertical interlevel controls exer-
cised through accounting and statistical mechanisms.

In such systems; control is exercised by financial'officers and accountants.
,

As Meyer (1979: 13) notes, these "central functionaries do not nave'the direct?

authority to,set policies, and so,justify their expenditures through rriower

technical rules." In school aystems for example, funding may be tied to

attendance dataWith close attention paid to its proper iccounting; and in

-__----
hospitals, reimbursement may be tied to conformity to rules regarding length

of patient stay. Fufther, in the health care sector where costs are rising

very rapidly, as previously described, most of tbe efforts involve direct

fiscal measures such as prospective reimbursement systems or rate review

boards. As Scott (1981a) has observed:



it is true that those who pay the billincluding governmentsreserve

, the right to define the nature of what they will buy, so that with 7

fiscal programs have come specifications of minimum standards, of Care.

(See Bell, 1974) The standards set,, howe'ver,--Most often take the.forM

of insisting'that the providers be licensed-and the care units be ,

accreditedendorsing the standards set by the profesSional proViders

,--and then indicating what level of services will be reimbursed.

2 Fragmentation-ounification, of decision-makidg..

Fragmentation refers to theabsence of integratiOn or coordination of decision-

making at any given level of the sector. ThUs,,while centralization refers
.4

to vertiCA integration, uni'fication refers to.horizontalAor la6eral integra-

, tion. Seetorsthat have become incrgasingAy centralized may still exhibit

fragmentation. this combination of centralization-and fragmentation is espe=

cially likely t6 occur in sectors dominated by public.organizations under cer-

tain political conditions:

H
12

: Liberal regimes that encourage a,Pluralist approach to decision.

making and'that emphasize the separation of powers within nation-

state structures are likely to exhibit higher-leilels Of4fragmen-

tation of decision-making wi,thin sectors (as well as between:,

sectOrssee Wildavsky, 1979) ,

Grodzins (1961 7) has argued that another'contributing factor in.the American

case is the structure of political partieshighly decentralize4,systems1 that

tend'to "disperse power in favor of state add local governments."

The medical Care and the educational sectors provide good examples of, "

institutional sectors that are characterized by high levels of fragmentation.
*

Although in'recent years both sectors have exhibited increased centralization

'as considerable decision-making authority has been shifted frotlocal'to`state
,

%and national levels, the degtee of integration at these levels is low: A

large number of prograMs and requirements have been generated but they are

'often highly specific in focus, sometimes work at cross-tourpOses, and are

associated with highly differentiated administrative agencies_and 1j.nking A

2 6.
al
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mechanisms. (For the health care sector, see SOmers, 1969; Kinzer, 1977;

the educational sector, See Berman and-McLaughlin, 1975-78; Meyer and

Rowan, 1978) .

Fragmentation is signified either by the large number of uncoordinated

loci of decision-making at a,given level or by the large and varied number

of routes or channels used to transmit decTsions from one sector level to

another ,These two indicators of fragmentation appear to be highly correlated.

In Our discussion of the problems in defining institutional sectors, it
,

was noted that they vary in terms of the extent of their functional differen-

tiation. We can now suggest
a
a posstble source of this variation:

H
13

: The more centralized and unified decision-making within a sector,
the greater the degree to which organizational units within the
sector will be functionally specialized.

4

The argument is simply that centralized and unified decision centers prefer to
,. ,

,

", tidy,shop."
.

They are,in a position to plan ar0 compare, design and
,

- create a sy4tem of organiZations and in doing so theyare likely to be governed

by 4rational"--that is, orderly and systematic--criteria. A related hypothesis

pursues the same logic:

I

,

'The more centralized and unified decision-making within a Sector,
', 111 4

the fewer the number of different forms of organization within
the sector and the greater the variance between them.

Backman and Tamuz (forthcoming) employ this proposition to help account for the

differences they have observed between sectors providing prison services--a

unifd sector exhibiting a limited number of clearly differentiated facili-

ties--and mental health,services--a fragmented sector exhibiting a large num-
,

ber'of overlaPping and poorly-defined facilities. ,,,

,
o

Other effects of centralization and fragmentation of sector decision sys-

tems on the organizational,forms within sectors are described in the following

section. (See also, Meyer, 1979)

2
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3. SubStance.of decision-making.

By substatice, we refer to, whether the decision-making within each sector con-

cerns core areas or relatively peripheral matters. In all sectors it is-kpos-

sible to identify a core set of decisions--sometimes a large number; sometimes

relatively few*-that are regarded by participants as of primary importance.

Other decisions are understood to be secondary or peripheral. It is, of course,

,

t

.ossible to identy core and peripheral programmatic deeisions; it is simi-
'_,

_arly possible to determine whether funding decisions are targeted,for the

/
Alpport of core or peripheral activities. For example, in the medical care

sector, core prugrammatic decisions continue to be decentralized; only the more

peripheral d ciaions are currently at all centralized. As Alford (1975: 195)

notes:

The physicians in private practice and the voluntary hospitals still

constitute the core of the health-system. All of the federal, state,

and local prograMs and projects which occupy so much time and energy

of both types of-reformers [Market and bureaucratiC] are still on 'the

periphery of the health system.

On the other hand, as already noted, funding decisions in the medical cate sec-

tor have become increasingly centralized during recent years; and, at the tame,

time, they have shifted from the funding of relatively peripheral Peograms--

e.g., workers' compensation, maternal and child health care for indigent women

--to the support of core services--e.g., the funding of acute hospital care

through Medicare, Medicaid and Blue Cross proirams:

,Jy contrast, funding in the educational sector is not highly centralized,

as previously noted, and programmatic decision-making at the Federal leVel is

egtridted to relatively=peripheral matters. Tbe so-ciflea-"categorical"----

programs are addreSsed primarily to marginal schools and students--economically

disadvantaged, physically and educationally handicapped, bilingual, etc.
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State agencies are increasingly involved irkthe funding of core educational
-------.

prggrams,through the use of "block" grants', programmatic decision-making'

patterns'on core educational.matters differ from state'to,state, but involve

varying combinations of state, district and local units. (See Meyer, 1981)

We would expect the extent of professionalization of a sector to affect'

the locus of core vs. peripheral decision-making:

H . The more highly professionalized a given sector-, the more likely
tpat programmatic decisions on core issues will be decentralized.

Extenaive professionalization appears to be consistent with the centralization

of peripheral decisions as well as with the centralization of funding for core

programs.

In order to examine the effects of these three dimensions of d_:cision-

making on the characteristics of organizations located within a sector, con-

sider the following combinations of conditions:

Sector A Sector B Sector.0 Sector D

Decision- Centralized bCentralized Centralized Centralized

making Unified Unified Fragmented Fragmented

properties Core Peripheral Core Peripheral

,Examples SSA FFA Public Hous- Education

Private Trade
.

ing prograMs programs.

monopoly association Poverty Controls on
programs priyate

. Oligopoly industry
(e.g., OSHA,
EPA)

To simplify matters, we restrict attention to programmatic decisions. Note

also that all of dur Wuations involved centralized decision-making. We are

particularly interested in the effects of fragmentation and variations in sub-

stance under conditions of centralization.

When decision-making is both centralized and unified, as in Sectors A and

B, we would expect to observe a-relatively lean and taut-system of vertical

29



controls among organizations at differing levels within the sector. A hier-

archy would be established that operated through'the exercise of line controls.

In short:

H
16'

Organizatinns operating in sectors characterized by centralized

and unified programmatic decision-making are expected to be

tightly Coupled across levels and to exhibit relatively small

administrative components at each lower level. (See Meyer, 1919)

'EXamples of such arrangements Include such'public sector agencies as the

Social,Security Administration (SSA) and the Federal Aviation Administra*ion

(FAA), as well 86 such private sector arrangements asloonopolistic enterprises

,and trade associations that enjoy the support of 4 large majority of their mem-

ber organizations. The monopoly example suggests *hat, particularly at the

upper levels of the sector, there is likely to be Superfluous administrative

expansion: 'pressures for efficiency will not,be hi h under such conditions.

-----Hevertheless, the linkage's among organizations at differing levels'within suCh

-

sectors Are expected.to be relatively clean: the chain of\coMmand is expected

to be clear.

By contrast, when the.decision-taking- within-sectors is centralized but

w

fragmented, as in Sectors C and 1Y, the result is expecteetn_be administrative

confusion and complexity.

Organizations operating within sectors characterized by-central-
H11.

ized but fragmented programmatic decision-making are likely to

aevelop elaborated and convoluted administrative structures at

wish level. (See Meyer, 1979)

txamples of these systems include such public program as housing and poverty,

education and controls on private industry. The chief attribute of these prog-

rams is their multiplicity and variety, with agencies and programs-piling up in
A

ways,that are 'sometimes supplementary, but more dften duplicative or overlapping

and occasionally, conflicting. Because there are many agencies and each has
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only a piece of the action-=-programmatic authority Is.centralized, but frag-

mented--they must develop independent connections to all the organizations to

which they relate. The analytic and decision-making procedures within each

of these agencies may be highly rational but the combined effect,on the sub-

. A

ordinate units of the various program and-reporting requireMents can produce

-confusion bordering on administrative chaos at these levels. (For the case

of,public school distticts, see Bankston, 1981)

''SOthe growth of sectors characterized by more centralized but fragMented

decision structures during the past three decades helps to account for the

"marble cake" texture of American administrative sYstems. Sundquist (1963: 4)

describes these developments:.

When the federal structure was transformed in the 1960s, it was not'
tecast sccording to anybody's master plan. Nobody had one . , .

Each statute had its own administrative strategy. Some programs
followed the older model: of federalism; most were patterned on the
new. Formula grants coexisted with project grants. Established
agencies vied with new ones as the recipients of the federal funds,
in a Welter of relationships and patterns that varied from agency ,

to agency and from program to prograM.

Even when it became,clear that tore coordination among agencies working in-

the same or related funictional areas was needed, the result has not Often

been_ the creation of a unified sistem. As Sundquist (1969: 19) explains:

As the need for coordination began to be felt by planners and admin-
istrators within the federal goVernment--and as external criticism
mounted--the governmentresponded by moving to create an elaborate
structure of coordination, both in:Washington and at the community_.
level (with sothe innovationton,'at the-regional and state levels).
In doing. so-,--the-government chose to rely,almost wholly upon systems
of mutual adjustment rather than. of Central direction, upon what
could be attained through negotiation atongequalsrather than through
the exercise-of hierarchical authority.

In addition to.an inability.to unify authority at the higher level, there is

also the problem of conflicting coordination requirements among levels.

31
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Alford (1975) has argued that attempting to rationalize a sector such as"health

Care is likely to create conflicts between lOcal,,..iregional,and national coor-

dination efforts. Alford (1975: 207) concludes:

._. even if the_alleged goal of corporation rationalization is to

coordinate and integrate-a-number-Of organizations into a cohesive

whole, the successful instituting of such bureau-critic controls over

'1

several organizations means that planning and coord nation of the

-larger health syatem becomes more difficult. Genera ing enough power.

to integrate a portion of it successfully means, alm st by definition,

that this part is now insUlated from outside influence and can suc-

,Icessfully resist being integrated into a still larger system.

We and most other analysts are prone to think of lean, simple, unified

administrative systems as "rational" since they correspond with the classic

Weberian model of efficient administrative design. And, indeed, such edminis-

trative arrangements signal and symbolize efficiency. However, some experienced

observers such as Grodzins and Landau point to the positive functions served

by administrative chaos and redundancy.

Morton Grodzins concluded from his seminal study ofvfederalism that

"a little chaos" is a good thing--the whole svstem,is. more respon-

sive when jurisdictional lines are not clear and exClusive, because

a citizenry thwarted at one. level of government can have recourse to

another. (Sundquist, 1969: 27)

Grodzins Cites the value, of responsiveness; Landau (1969; 351 ), the value of

error-correction and stability:

it may be quite irrational tin greet the appearance of duplica-
,

tion and overlap by automatically moving to excise and redefine.. To

unify the defense departments, or the several independent information-

gathering services of.the government, or the large number of agencies

---engaged_in technicalassistanCe, or the Various anti-poverty programs,

or the mIsiellany of agencies concerned with transportation, or the

great variety of federal, state and local administrations that func-

tion in the same areaa may rob the system of its necessary supports.

It Can be hypothesizedthat it is precisely such redundancies that

alloa for the delicate process Of mutual adjustment, of self-

regulation, by means of,which the whole syStem can sustain severe

-local injuries and still function creditably.



Examples of centralized but fragmented decision-Making in:the private

sector are provided by oligarchical arrangements. When a relatively few

organizaticins account for most of the sales- in a"given industry, or, more

generally, when an fndustry exhibits high levels Of concentration, 'then firms-

are encouraged to take one_another into account as a basis for charting their

own action. Because their outcames are interdependent, organizations under

these conditions atte4t to coordinate their actions in a more or less formal

manner. (See Sherman, 1974: 248; Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978: 175) Such.

attempts at_ coordination may or may not be successfa in overcoming the frag-

mentation. If not, then we would expect to observe the same relatively com-
'

plex and convoluted administrative systems developing to manage the. complex
,

interdependencies.

Turning to the substance of decision-making, the core/periphery distinc-

tion appears to affect the role of the subordinate units. As might be expec-

ted, given centralized core decision-making rights, subordinate units are

likely to assume responsibility for the direct conduct of the program. On the
0

other hand, given centralized peripheral rights, subordinate organizations only

support or oversee the activities of .other organizations that assume primary

responsibility for carrying on the core activities. Thus:

H
18'

Subordinate units in sectors in which core decision-making-rights
are centralized are.expected to assume principal responsibility
for pursuing the primary goals Within the sector, while subordin-

-ate units in sectors in which only peripheral decisions are cen-
tralized are,expected to act in a supportive or a regulatory
capacity.

k

For example, when core decisions ate centralized as in Sectors A and C, sub--

ordinate agencies such as the SAA or various public housing and poverty agea-

cies are directly engaged in implementing the goals within each sector. _By

contrast, when only peripheral decisions are centralized, as in Sectors B and

D, agencies such as the FAA, OSHA and EPA do not directly carry on the core
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activities of their sectors, but are only expected to oversee or regulate them.

Trade associations operating within private sectors provide another instance

of the centralization of peripheral decision rights, such units terlding to

It:perste only in a supportive caPiCity-.

Sector Controls: Closely related to sector decision-making characteristics

are the modes of control exercised within sectors by higher over lower units.

Threm_major types of control may be distinguished based on the types of indi-
.

cators etployed to assess performance (seetonabedian, 1966; Suchman1-1967;

Scott, 1977):

Structural controls focus on "organizational features or participant

characteristics presumed to have an impact on organizational effectiveness,

including administrative processtp that support and direct Production activi-

ties;" (Scott,-1977:84) e.g., measures of the adequacy oetacilities and

equipment; qualifications of participants.

Process controls: "the standards employed focus attention on the

activities performed by organizational participants, and assessment consists

of determining the degree of conformity to these performance' standards;"

(Scott, 1977: 82) e.g., measures of numbers of clients served or units pro-

duced; quality assessments against some specified standard of performance.

Outcome controls: "Outcome indicators focus attention on specific

characteristics of materials or objects on which the organization has per-

formed same operation;" (Scott, 1977: 75), e,g., measures of patients' mor-

tality or morbidity in health care organizations; measures of students' in-

formation or skills in educational settings.

-
19

Organizations functioning in sectors that are highly developed

technically but not institutionally will be subjected primarilY

to interlevel controls/emphasizing outcomes.

34
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a

For example, the Environmental Protection Agenc (EPA) specifies emission

standards for-the regulation of pollution from automobiles. "The attempt is

to specify the quality of air to be obtained, not the method of achieving it

or the qualifications of workers who are-to produce the desired effect,
-

H Organizations functioning in,seCtors that are highly developed
institutionally but not technically will,he subjected primarily
.to interlevel controls emphasizing structural measures.

In sectors like education and mental health, primary emphasis is placed on such

structural controls as accreditation, certification and licensure.

H Organizations_functioning in sectors in which decision-thaking
21'

is centralized but fragmented are likely to be subjeCted
primarily to interlevel controls emphasizing processes.

Organizations functioning in sectors in which the,centralized
H22.

decisions pertain primarily to peripheral rather than core
matters are likely.to be subjected primarily to interlevell

, Controls emphasizing processes

Agencies that must.share control with other like units, as in the cage of frag-

mented deeision-making, as'well as agencieS that can only provide support or-

, exercise Overs.ight, as in the case of peripheral control, are rarely in a posi-

tioa to demand changes in outoomes. On the other hand, they can and do require
-

evidence that'effort is being expended in the pursuit of theirjgoals. Process

conttols--emphasizing nutbers of clients processed and numbers Of tests admin-

istered--provide such evidence.

H
23'

The exercise of structural controls is more compatible with the
-

A loose coupling of administrative to production tasks than is
rhe exercise of process controls; and the exercise of process
controls, more so than the exercise of outcome controls.

Indeed, much of the loose coupiing literature (e.g., 'March and Olsen, 1976;

Weick, 1976;,Davis et al., 1977; Meyer and Rowan, 1977), ,can be interpreted

as suggesting that structural features can vary somewhat independently of

processes, and'processess, of outcomes.
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Concluding Comments

Other sector'characteristics of interest%undoubtedly can and will be

Adentified as the work prirmeeds. In the meantime, however, we have convinced

ourselves that this is a fruitfdi path to pursue--both theoretically and

empirically. Theoretically, the development of analytic models that empha

so.

sila the hierarchical as well as the horizontal links among organizations,
4,

their determinants and their consequences, appears to be long overdue. Empir-

ically, creating or locating relevant and approprlitely aggregated data on

'sector organization represents a sizable challenge, but one we have no doubt

can be met.

r%
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